Toyota camry tail light fuse

I agree with Patrick. Double check any of the bulbs that are in that circuit. I had a simillar
problem with a used Nissan Sentra that I had bought. Whenever Id put the breaks on the dash
light would come on. It got to the point that fuse s were blowing like no tomorrow. Therefore
knocking out all my tail light s. This drove me crazy for monts. The problem was the person who
owned the car prior had a single filament bulb in the two filament sock. Good luck No brake
light s work even the top mounted one Brakes use the Brake and Gauge fuse s. Power goes to
the sensor box from the brake light switch via a green wire. Determine if DC power is getting to
the green wire at the box when the brake pedal is pushed. If power is going in but not coming
out the red and greenred wires the sensor is bad. Does the car have daytime running light s or
an auto light off feature Dome and trunk light are on Dome fuse. The light fixtures should always
be powered. The dome light selection switch routes the bulb ground wire from the bulb to
chassis or to various door switches that will ground the wire when closed. The trunk light bulb
circuit is grounded via a switch when the trunk is opened. Determine if the. Does the car have
daytime running light s or an auto light off feature No daytime running light s. Dome and trunk
light are on Dome fuse. The trunk light bulb circuit is grounded via a switch when the trunk. A
short at the trunk lid is not going to cause these problems. If the box was in the trunk and
connected to the tail light s this is the lamp out sensor. This sensor is for the tail and brake light
s and connected to lamp out icon on the dash. Is is connected to the brake and tail light s only.
Send a private message with email address and will reply with a wiring diagram. This will allow
you to find common. UPDATE I did what was suggesed above from another forum and blew a
fuse then after reading the schematics again i decided to take out wire 11 and the brake light s
work just fine. I also hooked up 3 to 9 and when I turn on the light s it blows the fuse under the
dash. I have read and reread the schematics and it should work but it doesnt. Here is a break
down of each wire in the sensor 1 - 3rd break. If the rear running light s work the tail light
system should have power available. Was the Gauge fuse checked this powers the tail light rear
running light bulb failure monitoring system. Head light s are a completely different system. The
switch completes the grounding of the various light circuits or the grounding of a relay solenoid
that powers a circuit. The switch might be damaged. There is also a fuse box behind the drivers
side ash tray on the far lower part of the dash. Then only the rear running light s do not work.
All power comes through the tail fuse and tail relay if some running light s etc are turning on
with switch the fuse and relay are OK. There is a bulb out sensor unit box typically located on
the drivers side in the trunk near the inner wheel well. Remove the trunk liner in this area. The
box may be yellow but guessing. The purpose of the box is to detect. There may be a STOP fuse
most likely located behind the instrument panel drivers side about where you left knee would
be. If the car has an ash tray or small glove box here look behind the box. Most likely the issue
is the brake light switch this turns the light s on and off. The switch is located under the dash
look around the upper part of the brake lever that drops down to the pedal. The lever moves. If
this fuse is bad the car may run but will have no brake tail dash light s power windows and
doors not shifter unlock and more. There was a recent post on at this site on what happens
when this fuse is blown. Case is ground Rather then keep tightening alt mount bolt clean
contact surfaces of mount and alt. If you have rear side marker light s the tail fuse and relay are
working. Might start by checking for DC power at the bulbs. Wire might be green or light green
in color. Then check the light bulb ground wires WhiteBlack stripe. If ground ok but no power it
could be the wiring or the light failure sensor. The light failure sensor is supposed to sense if a
tail or brake light goes out. It located in the trunk drivers wall side behind rear tire. Determine if
power is available at the green wire. Does the dimmer control any of these light s ash tray cig
light er rear window defogger radio transmission indicator light on dash and shift lever heater
blower If glove box light works power is getting to the light s although they may not be working.
The dimmer is wired between all the light s that can be controlled by it and ground. Meaning the
dimmer is at the end of the circuit after the light bulbs. Does this car have a light failure sensor
system If so you should be a warning light on the dash. You may be able to view this when you
first turn on the ign key and all the warning light s turn on. All of these light s come off the same
circuit through the tail fuse. The rear left and right side light s come off the same wiring thus if
one side is working and the other not would suggest a bulb or wiring. Use a voltmeter or a 12V
bulb with 2 wires. Not too bad on bypassing the sensor IF this is the problem. Again it may be a
wiring issue as one side light is also out this light does not run through the sensor. Also check
the bulb connectors for corrosion. The fuse is OK as the license and other side light bulbs work.
With ign switch brake light s and parkinghead light s OFF or disconnect battery cut. Electronic
problems are terrible. Vehicle does have pwr windows and locks.. No tail light s running light s
although head light s work glove box light clock etc.. Hey guys I have a 92 camry and the
problem started when my ecu-ig fuse blew and I had to use the over ride lock to change gears.
Then the tail fuse blew and knocked out my dash and tail light s. Replaced both everything was

fine. Then a couple weeks later the tail fuse blew again and kept blowing every time I turned the
light s on. I checked all the fuse s in the box to make sure all the fuse s were of. The FI main
fuse is connected with the head light relay according to the wiring diagramme http You might be
able to find a replacement at a auto salvage yard. To bypass try this Connect GreenWhite wire
comes from stop light switch to Red wire goes to high mounted stop light bulb and GreenRed
wires these go to the low mounted stop bulbs. Disconnect and tape RedPurple wire goes to
Gauge fuse and YellowGreen wire goes to indicator light on dash then from there to Gauge fuse.
Connect the. I have a similar problem with my 99 XLE automatic. Will this bypass work in this
case too My brakes and turns are fine but tail s are out. Sidemarkers were able to be lit by
removing sensor and bridging with wire to terminal after removing sensor. No signs of burnt out
board- it just does not work the tail light s when plugged in. Could not get rear tail s working
and have changed all bulbs. All fuse s are fine. Are the front running light s working if so power
is getting through tail relay and tail fuse. The Gauge fuse is also connected to the sensor. There
are not other fuse s or relays. Locate the sensor and check for tail light power at the Green wire.
A GreenOrange wire may run from the sensor to the tail light s. If no wire of this color check the
wire colors at the tail light bulb sockets. Keep in mind these. Gauge fuse powers many items.
Since enginetrans was replaced suggest starting with the wiring that might have been disturbed
or damaged during the swap. Check wiring to speed sensor on trans diff housing and trans
parkneutralgear indicator light switch behind trans gear shift lever. Gauge fuse power is the
redblue wires. The fuse also powers in full or part the daytime running light s main relay
integration. MAde an account just to post this because I was looking for a long time and couldnt
find the same fuse wiring i needed. I have a v6 camry and I just installed a tiny buzzer from
Radio Shack 12V 3. I put the black end of the wire on the 1 Gauge fuse and the red end on the 4
tail fuse in the drivers side kickpanel fuse box. Buzzer comes on if I turn off the ignition and my
light s are still. The car may have multiple issues. Fan operation as described is typical if the
heater blower resistor pack fails. The blowers electrical voltage is reduced via resistors to
reduce the RPM. At high speed the resistor pack is not connected. The pack is installed from
the outside of the air ducting above the motor. When installed the resistors are in the air stream
from the blower to keep them cool. Unfortunately the Gauge fuse powers a host of items you
may need a hand full of fuse s or some kind of circuit breaker that can be temporarily installed.
Items powered in full or part by the fuse RedBlue wire going alternator regulator auto trans gear
dash indicator light s and parkneutral switch on trans and speed sensor on trans diff housing.
AC systems including pressure switch magnetic clutch and. The electrical items you listed do
not work and never worked Or after replacing the timing beltwater pump they didnt work Did
they ever work Could it be the interior fuse s that tested bad with fuse tested when installed but
tested OK when removed are not receiving electrical power Do all fuse s in that fuse box test
bad when installed Rear light s dont work as in tail light s brake light s etc Nothing. The items I
listed worked fine prior to the last repair. All fuse s test bad when installed in that fuse box. I
could be that there is no power to that fuse panel but I dont know how to determine that or how
to fix it. Yes tail light s and brake light s. No gauges or light s work on the dash. No radio. If the
car started on its own the remote starter may have problems or somehow it was commanded to
start the engine. Cars without remote starts do not start by themselves unless they have
problems. Did the previous owner state anything about an alarm system as remote starters can
include an alarm The alarm can be activated if the battery is disconnected then reconnected
which you did. Look again under. Quote Originally Posted by charliemike56 I had the same thing
happen on my 01 camry. I checked the tail light s and none were out. Later a friendly local cop
told me my license plate illumination light s were out. That turned out to be the problem. I didnt
even think to look at them. All it cost was the the cost of the bulb. The cop was a good guy and
let me go I checked them out they both are working. Confirm the brake light s are the ones
flickering. If the brake is off the brake light switch should be open. This is the only onoff switch
in the brake light wiring. Make sure the switch is working correctly. There is a brake and tail
light bulb out indicator on the instrument console. The sensor is located in the trunk drivers
side in front of the filler area. It has happened the sensor fails and. The unit would come with
directions plus the internet has many post on this. Typically the chime has 2 wires red and
black or positive and negative. The wires have special pins at the end. These pins allow the wire
to be plugged into the fuse slot while still allowing the fuse to be plugged in. One wire is
attaches to a fuse powering the head light s the other to the Ign fuse. One or more of these fuse
s. There is a red light on the dash that blinks with the immobilizer is activated. Some
GreenBlack wires go to the light control arm for tail light s. Plus horn button to the horn relay.
Did you use an ohm meter to determine if the chosen wire went to the horn switch Do the tail
light work etc plus all controls mounted on the steering console Check all fuse s including the
ones behind the drivers side ash. Manual or automatic climate control system The heater and

AC fuse s are in a panel behind the passengers side kick panel. The Defog fuse is located
behind the drivers side dash behind the ash tray near where you left knee would be. Does the
cars brake and tail light s work. The integration relay controls the auto off function. When the
light s are on and the ign switch off an electronic relay in the integration relay responds to the
drivers door being opened and shuts off the relays for the tail and head light s. Check the Dome
and Gauge fuse s as these supply power to the relay. The head light circuit is differant from the
tail running light circuit. Differant fuse s differant relays differant wiring. The AutoZone website
may have wiring diagrams that can aid you. The clock has three sources of electrical power. I
assume the clock display brightness is controlled by the panel circuit power source. This circuit
connects to the brake light relay and then to the ign switch. Looks like this relay is the only
source of possible noise with an effect on clock brightness. Have you noticed any correlation
between using the brakes and clock brightness Might be a loose. Automotive advices toyota
camry tail light fuse. The rear brake light s have stopped working and we are trying to figure out
why. Per the owners manual it appears the tail light and brake light function from the same dual
bulb. Checked filaments on all four light s and they looked fine. Checked the fuse panel located
on the drivers side and found. I noticed all the light s work except the brake light s all 3 of them.
I replaced both bulbs checked all fuse s still no brake light s. Is there something Im missing
here I didnt check the 3rd light bulb but i figured replacing the other 2 would work. Do all 3 have
to be working for them to work Are they wired in series Or can one go out and the others still
work The 2 black relays. I got it Tuesday. Ill tackle one thing at a time. ALL fuse s are good even
replaced questionable good ones to make sure they worked for other things. Shift Lock I could
shift out of park normally on Tuesday now I cant and have to depress the override to get out of
park. No brake light s When I brake no light s duh. I found packages of bulbs in the. The stop
light in the back window does. Flasher Signal head light s etc. I checked fuse s under hood and
behind dash. All good. There is a little yellow box that is accessed inside the left side of the
trunk. This might be the problem.. Problem is it costs and its main function is to report to the
driver when a bulb is not working. I checked. Yea my guess would be loose wiring I didnt find
any fuse specifically for the reverse light s maybe near trunk no manual but the fuse for the
brake and tail s were fine. Is this a known issue with a 94 This ad is not displayed to registered
members. Register your free account today and become a member on camry forums. Hey
everybody Im new here and this is my first post. As the title states I have a few problems with
the car which I need to fix asap. Two days ago I went too fast on a curve and then I hit the side
of my car. The car is still driveable. I was wondering if anyone knows how to just wire around it.
I know where it is and have taken it out. Yes the circuit board was fried like every other camry I
just dont feel like going to the junk yard or the dealer to buy one. This ad is not displayed to
registered members. TOYOTA CAMRY IV Lights problem 95 camry My husband drives a 95
toyota camry a couple weeks ago he was having issues with his head light s they would turn off
but but when he adjusted the turn signal light s lever arm that turns them on they would come
on. Now his head light s his brake light s and his dash do not work at all but his running tail
light s still work He has checked the fuse s they all look okay. Does anyone have any idea what.
All light s work except the running light s. I replaced all the bulbs and light switch on steering
column. Also noticed the light failure switch was missing. The running light s worked when I got
it. Any suggestions would help. I have a 91 v6 camry sedan and when I step on my breaks the
break light s dont go on. I did a quick search and nothing close enough came up. It underwent
an inspection and had a number of things repaired in this instance the alternator was replaced
due to the battery light coming on when the engine warmed. Replacing that. The fuse is good
the head light switch is good and the side marker light s work brake light s work and turn
signals work but no tail light s. What could be the problem This ad is not displayed to registered
members. Now when I turn on the head light s the dash light s do not illuminate. However when
the head light s are not activated the light s work. I replaced the bulbs in back and that helped
for like a month. Now I have absolutely no running light s in the back although the brake light s
come on when I brake. Does anyone know what this is from or how to fix it Thank you for the
help. Recently I had the front windshield replaced due to rock hitting windshield. Today on my
way into work I noticed that the center tail light the one in the rear at the top not brake light s or
rear light s doesnt seem to turn off. Could this be related to the windshield repair or something
else Is there an easy way to remedy this situation I am pretty much an idiot when it. It had sat
for a couple years and in that time the battery had gone bad. In order to get it out of a garage
and into another I tried to jump the battery with another vehicle. Once the cables had been on a
while I attempted to start it and it would not start it cranked but would not fire and had no
speedo tach clock radio or brake light s. I started checking fuse s. This is a camry. Im not
particulary good with electronics so Ill need some help to fix a battery drain. Questions
[ul][]What is a normal drain in a camry []How much drain are the different electrical components

supposed to cause[] How do I continue troubleshooting after knowing behind which fuse s the
problem is located []Where do I find the head light relay[]How do I control the function. Brake
tail light back up all fine. I replaced the fuse and it worked until I turned the car off then on
again. The fuse kept blowing. I checked all the bulbssockets The fuse would blow when the park
light switch turned on even without any connections. I was at a loss. I finally decided to. Help Hi.
My name is Michael and I am a new member to this forum. Long story short I sent my brother to
buy a used battery at advance auto parts store and they gave him one that is same cranking
amps but the positive and negatives are on opposite sides. He installed it backwards without
realizing it and sparks were flying. I inspected the car and a few electronic components does
not work. Radio power seats. The RPM miles and a few other things above the steering wheel
isnt displaying. But the light s in that general area works. Car is also having problems holding
power at idle. Even though seems like a battery issue the displays are completely not working
but light s are dim. Ive taken the battery to the autozone. TOYOTA CAMRY toyota camry short
circuit when installing power antenna hey umm i got this antenna power for my camry cause
mine broke and i read up on it i connected the blue wire from my head deck which goes to my
amp first so i connected it from amp to the areial then stupidly i connected to wires by accident
and then turned on ignition the cd player started for a second then went black. To no avail and
even made the problem worse Started on Sunday after work the gauge cluster light s did not
work. Checked the fuse s and they were good. Monday replaced the bulbs and the gauges were
lit for all of 5 minutes. I think I bumped something putting it back together. Today talked to a
service adviser and. Currently there is a small indicator light that lets me know when my head
light s are on. Its just on whenever the head light s are on. What Id like to have is a buzzer Im
sure I have a 12V buzzer around the shop somewhere that I can use that will sound whenever I
get out of the car when the head light s are left on. Is there a way I can hook up a buzzer through
my door light switch that would sound if. Took it out and had it checked it was OK. Turnes out it
was the timming belt. After getting the new belt installed the interior light s dash dome radio
along with the shifter automatic is locked in place and the turn lamps dont work. The Head light
s and tail light s do work. I do recall when taking out the altanator that the power lead from the.
There are a few strange things happening electrically in my camry. They amount to annoyances
really none of them affect the cars safety but Id like to get to the bottom of this so I can enjoy
my car fully. Before I go further I will mention that I have inspected as many fuse s as I could
find they are hidden in nooks and crannies all over the car and NONE of them have blown. The
car was operating normally except for the following 1 Instrument cluster was not working.
Speedometer temp gauge tachometer AND odometer were inoperative Gas gauge appeared to
be working normally. My 99 camry has an electrical problem. Things that dont work Anything on
the dash all rear light s shift control power seats power windows and power door locks. The car
will run and drive. I checked the fuse s under the hood and inside the car and cannot find any
bad ones. Three weeks ago I had the timing beltwater pump replaced and when I went to pick up
the car it had these same symptoms and. Got a new battery hooked it up car starts fine. Now
none of my gauges tail or break light s work. I checked the user friendly fuse s the ones you can
see through replaced one still nothing works I think it is one of the bigger fuse s please help
need to take it out on the road in the next couple of days. I dont have a volt meter. It has about
Miles on it. Recently I have been having problems starting my car the first incident my car
actually started itself while it was sitting in the parking lot. After that i couldnt get it to start. So i
jumped it and was able to get a new battery. I found i also needed an alternator. I am finding
some strange electrical issues I am hoping someone else has had to deal with and can maybe
help me out First the replace bulb light is lit on the dash but there are no bulbs out on the
outside of the car I can find. When you first start the car it isnt on but the second you step on
the brakes it comes. Putting the car in drive or putting on the brake or turning off the light s or
even pressing the shift lock button the clicking stops. Also while the clicking is going on the
brake light s flicker without he pedal pressed. When the clicking stops the brake light s are fine.
Can you give me step-by-step instructions on finding it and replacing the bad one MUCH
appreciated This ad is not displayed to registered members. I decided to hook up the door locks
and everything went great again. I then decided to to hook up the horn so that it would honk
when when locking the doors that went great to. The wire for the horn is in the steering column
harness. It just quit working as we were driving. Everything else seems to work. I dont know
where the fuse is for this panel or if there is one. Now they stay on unless you manually turn the
light switch off. Any idea where the problem is at Thanks. The parking light s work but nothing
else. The fuse s relay and switch is good because I can manually turn them on with the hood up
and the switch pressed down. Theyre getting But when it comes time for me to get an
inspection they stop working. Im in the process of finding a ground. First time reader and poster
here. You all seem like a very knowledgeable group though I have a preowned 4 cylinder camry

LE that I have had for about 4 months now. On rare occassion after I start the car the clock will
blink switch between bright and dim and I will hear a clicking sound similar to the sound a turn
signal would make the sounds are not the same however. Similar phrases toyota camry tail light
fuse: toyota camry tail light fuse toyota camry head light fuse toyota camry brake light fuse
toyota camry shifte light fuse toyota camry fuse panel. Latest searched advices and car parts
bmw x1 side mirrors bmw x1 side window bmw x1 spacer bmw x1 spark plug bmw x1 starter
bmw x1 steering system bmw x1 steering wheel bmw x1 sunroof bmw x1 sunroof motor bmw x1
support frame. Ask an expert. I have a toyota camry and the taillights aren't working.. Where do
they hide the fuses for the taillights?? Typically the fuse box is in 1 of 2 locations in all vehicles.
Jonathan answered 6 years ago. Ck lamp failure sensor under hindgr rear yellow box part
number Ck harness going to tail lights harness falls down get
triple series box mod wiring diagram
volvo s40 engine diagram
2000 ford f250 speaker size
caught in hinge Replace box and fix harness. I have a toyota camry and the fuse for the tail
lights blows soon as i turn on the light switch with engine running. Yes, I do have dash
instrument cluster lights working fine. You can said the tail light. My question is how come the
tail light is not turn on when I am turning on the head light for driving at nigh I have a different
car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
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